
 
 

 

Where next for social rent? 
02.04.2019 

The Orangery, Margarm Park, Port Talbot 

The 2nd of April 2019 saw some 60 people come together at the Orangery at Margarm Park in Port 

Talbot to discuss a growing problem in Wales, the affordability of social rent. The event was 

attended by a variety of people who worked or volunteered in a range of roles within the housing 

sector and within partner agencies. Participants at the event heard from a range of speakers, this 

note provides a summary of some the key issues that emerged from each session.  

Ian Wilson – Sheffield Hallam University  

The event was opened by a presentation from Ian Wilson, an academic based at Sheffield Hallam 

University. His presentation set out to explore the key question at the event, “where next for social 

rents” by exploring what is meant by the term affordability and questioning how affordability is 

delivered within the social housing sector. In exploring these questions, he drew on a number of 

studies that he has been involved with looking at affordability within the social housing sector, 

including one project that looked at housing affordability in the south Wales Valleys.  

He argued that through these projects there is clear evidence that whether rent was affordable for a 

tenant or not was not just determined by the level at which rent had been set but rather by a 

number of factors. It was suggested that when considering whether rent was affordable for a tenant  

that their financial situation should be viewed in the form of a triangle. Social housing tenants, he 

argued, had to balance three key issues, their income, their housing costs and their non housing 

costs, changes to anyone of these three points can push a household into poverty, leading to their 

rent becoming unaffordable.   

His presentation moved on to consider why affordability is important for social housing tenants and 

to their landlords. It was set out that tenants whose rent is unaffordable struggle to find enough 

funds to cover their non-housing costs, e.g. food, transport, energy and childcare costs. This pushes 

families into poverty and affects the ability of families already living in poverty to move out of 

poverty. Not only do families who live in homes with unaffordable rent face challenges in covering 

their non housing costs, they are also seven times more likely to fall into rent arrears. This does not 

only have an impact on tenants but also on social landlords.  

Having set out why affordability matters, Ian Wilson set out that there is some contention within 

academia and within the housing sector as to how rent affordability should be measured. There are 

two main ways of measuring affordability presently. The first measure looks measures affordability 

by looking at housing costs as a ratio of a household’s income e.g. a household spending more than 

30% of their net income on housing costs could be said to live in a home with unaffordable rent. The 

second looks at the minimum income a household needs for their for non-housing needs. For 

example, the Joseph Rowntree Foundation has calculated that a single working household needs 

£10,192 after rent. Any rent that leaves a family with less than the designated amount is said to be 

unaffordable. Whilst arguing that the housing sector should look at finding an agreed method to 

calculate social housing rent, he believes that the most important thing that the housing sector 

needs to do at this stage is to take note from the messages that are coming through from both 

measures, namely rents are no longer affordable.  



 
 

It was set out that using the 30% ratio of income method of calculating affordability, 37% of social 

rents are unaffordable across the UK. When looking at tenants’ perception of whether rent is 

unaffordable, however, the picture does, at first glance look slightly better. Research carried out in 

2016 suggested that only 6% of social housing tenants feel that their rents are unaffordable. 38% of 

social housing tenants, however, felt they were at risk of their rent becoming unaffordable, and 

when the research was re-run last year, the number finding their rent unaffordable had doubled.  

Having looked at the extent of unaffordability issues within the social housing sector across the UK 

Ian Wilson explored some of the factors that are leading to this becoming a greater issue. One of the 

main factors that was identified was the roll out of Universal Credit. It was argued that the old 

housing benefit system did a good job in protecting tenants from unaffordable rents. With money 

paid direct to landlords, unaffordable rent didn’t necessarily have a direct impact on tenants. Even 

allowing for changes to Universal Credit it was argued that rent levels are simply too high for many 

low income households, with research suggesting that around 50% of families living in social housing 

do not have an annual income that is high enough to allow them to comfortably afford the rent on a 

2 bedroom house. With rent rise models set to push the cost of social housing rent even further and 

with the full effects of welfare reform still not felt, it was argued that this is a problem that seems 

set to worsen in coming years.   

Concluding his presentation Ian Wilson argued that social housing rent affordability was an issue for 

approximately 35% to 45% of social housing tenants. He argued that there is a need for all people 

working in the housing sector to look for solutions given that rent unaffordability has such a 

significant impact on people’s health, their wellbeing and life chances, trapping families in poverty. 

Whilst he argued that research suggests that affordability issues tend to be driven by shocks to 

income of non-housing expenditure rather than rent levels themselves, he thought that there were 

three options to deal with the problem: 

1. Do nothing and carry on as things are – an option he did not favour 

2. Focus on treatment, for example look to improve provision of financial capability and money 

management support  

3. Address the root causes of the problem, for example placing more of a focus on affordability 

when looking at rent setting policy, promote the real living wage, improve the welfare 

system, look to increase direct funding of house building, and look to support access to good 

employment – this was his preferred approach.   

The floor was then opened up for a broader discussion. Amongst the key views that were articulated 

was that access to social housing should not be contingent on affordability. It was noted that if 

people can’t get access to social housing, they can not begin the journey to improve their financial 

position and to move out of poverty. Another issue that was flagged was the need to look at broader 

household costs including energy prices, and in particular, service charges. There was also a 

discussion on the need for landlords to make decisions themselves on what level of rent is 

affordable for their tenants.  

Ashella Lewis and Jennie Bibbings – Shelter Cymru  

The second session of the morning saw Ashella Lewis and Jennie Bibbings of Shelter Cymru set out 

some of the personal experiences of people who have been confronted with unaffordable rents. 

Ashella and Jennie split their session in two with Ashella being the first to speak.  

Ashella is the manager of Shelter Cymru’s advice line which was set up in 2015. Her team deals with 

an average of 4/5000 calls a year, but in April 2018 they had a big surge in inquiries from social 



 
 

housing tenants wanting advice following the introduction of rent increases by social landlords. 

Given the number of calls they received Shelter Cymru started to investigate the nature of the 

problem and to see how widespread it was across Wales.   

It was set out that one of the things that Shelter Cymru have learned during this process is that many 

tenants have a fear of going to rent assessment committees. Ashella noted that the committee can 

both increase and decrease rents, many people therefore felt that it was not safe for them to take a 

risk and appeal against the decisions made by their landlord. None of the callers that contacted 

Shelter Cymru last year with regards to the rent increases chose to use the system.  

Another concern that came to Shelter Cymru’s attention was that the matrix that is used by the 

Welsh Government to calculate the maximum amount rent can be increased may not be weighted 

accurately to ensure sufficient priority is given to ensuring rent affordability. Joined to this there was 

a concern that the data used through this process may not always be accurate.  

On a positive note, however, Ashella noted that the Shelter Cymru advice line had received far fewer 

calls this year. She argued that this highlighted how much of an impact an extra percentage point or 

two of rent increases can have on low income tenants.  

Having looked at the statistics Ashella argued that focusing on numbers only leads to a risk of 

personal stories being missed. It was set out that a large proportion of the people who had 

contacted Shelter Cymru’s advice line, concerned about rent increases in 2018 were in work, 

including self employed workers. A number of these callers were not currently claiming benefits, 

but, felt that the increases in rent were such that they may have to reduce their working hours, so 

that they could qualify for benefits so that they were sure that they had enough money to cover 

their rents.  

Ashella reported that the tenants raised a number of questions that were difficult for her team to 

answer. For example, there were reports that tenants were being told that their rent was going up 

as house prices were going up, but tenants were asking the team at Shelter Cymru, why didn’t their 

rents come down when house prices reduced? Perhaps the most difficult question that staff at the 

advice line encountered however, was, if they couldn’t afford social rent, where were they meant to 

live? 

A further concern that had been drawn to Shelter Cymru’s attention through this process was that 

private rents are more affordable than social rents in some parts of Wales. For example in one area 

of Wales rents in the social sector are £566.75 a calendar month, in the private rental sector 

however, it is possible to rent a property for £541 a month on the same street.  

Following Ashella’s contribution Jennie Bibbings set out how unaffordable rents and historic rent 

arrears are locking out many homeless people from the social rented sector. She argued that Shelter 

Cymru’s data now suggests that it is widespread for people to be refused a social home if they had 

historical rent arrears, sometimes arrears that were more than seven years old.  

It was argued that the current system is not flexible enough, a conclusion that was also reached by 

HQN who had undertaken a review of housing practices in Wales for Community Housing Cymru. 

The most recently available data shows that there were 993 applicants excluded from social housing 

on grounds of historic rent arrears in just 6 local authority areas. Three quarters of local authorities 

in Wales did not even hold data, so actual figure of people being excluded from the social housing 

sector could well be around 3,500 families. 



 
 

Jennie Bibbings argued that there were a number of unreasonable practices within the social 

housing sector at present on the matter. Not only were people being excluded from the sector as a 

result of arrears that been accrued more than seven years earlier, people were also being excluded 

for arrears that had been accrued when they were very young or vulnerable. Furthermore, two local 

authorities in Wales prevent people being given access to the social housing sector because of rent 

arrears that they had accrued in the private rental sector, meaning that people who can’t afford the 

market rental rate are being locked out of the social housing sector. Other prospective tenants are 

required to pay back unreasonable amounts of money before they can become eligible for a home. 

These payments can be unreasonable by virtue of either being too frequent or too high with one 

Welsh social landlord requiring tenants to pay £500 a month to cover historic arrears.  

Given these concerns it was argued that there was a clear need for the social housing sector in 

Wales to develop a more person-centred approach to dealing with issues around unaffordability and 

rent arrears. Jennie did highlight that there are examples outside of Wales of landlords who have 

been able to do this and argued that there’s no reason why it can’t be done in Wales either.  

The Living Rent Model – Merthyr Valleys Homes and Trivallis  

The morning’s third session explored what alternative models of rent setting are available to make 

rents more affordable. Delegates heard from representatives of two landlords who had taken 

different approaches to the Living Rent Model when seeking to make rents more affordable, 

Merthyr Valleys Homes and Trivallis.  

First to speak was Lorraine Oates of Merthyr Valleys Homes. In April 2018 Merthyr Valleys Homes 

introduced the living rent model. The aim of this change of approach was to provide a more stable 

foundation for Merthyr Valleys Homes tenants when it came to their rents.  

Delegates heard that rent affordability has increasingly become an issue for Merthyr Valleys Homes 

following years of above inflation rent increases combined with welfare cuts and reforms. A further 

motivation for Merthyr Valleys Homes was that the Welsh Government’s rent setting policy 

combined with the LHA cap had seen their revenues take a hit. As a result of these factors, and the 

fact that their historic approach to rent setting was complicated to explain to tenants, the housing 

association started working within their rent banding to see whether the living rent model could 

provide a solution. 

Lorraine Oates set out the process that Merthyr Valleys Homes had undertaken when seeking to 

introduce the living rent. She revealed that their early analysis had highlighted that they had a 

particular problem with single bed properties being unaffordable. As a mutual organisation, they had 

a clear desire to find a fairer solution for these tenants. Merthyr Valleys Homes therefore set about 

looking at the data published in the ASHE lower quartile earnings tables to get a better 

understanding of what was the income of their tenants. In taking this approach they looked at ASHE 

data over three years as it was felt that this was less subject to volatility and provides a better 

reflection of their communities. They did encounter some shortcoming with this approach, however: 

• They found that they had limited empirical evidence on the makeup of the average 

household that lived in each of their property types. This meant that they had a lack of 

understanding about what was the average income of households in each of their property 

types.  

• They had to consider whether to include service charges when calculating whether rents 

were affordable or not (they concluded that they should do so).  



 
 

• Whilst smaller homes should be cheaper to rent than larger properties their data suggested 

that these homes also had the highest housing costs, this was a difficult balance to strike 

when seeking to make rents affordable.  

As a result of this process they adopted a model that they believed would ensure the most 

affordable rents. Merthyr Valleys Homes found that according to the ASHE tables, the lowest 

quartile of residents in the Merthyr area had an earned income of £334 a week. Based on the Joseph 

Rowntree Foundation’s model for calculating affordability they calculated that the average rent on 

their average property needed to be 28% or lower of that figure. With three bedroom houses being 

their average property type, they therefore calculated that the rent for such home should be £93.52 

a week. They then calculated the rent for larger and smaller properties based on this data.  

Delegates learned that through this process Merthyr Valleys Homes have been able to set their rent 

at a level that is higher than the Welsh Government rent mid-point whilst also staying within the 

28% affordability cap. Through this process Merthyr Valleys Homes have improved their financial 

position whilst also achieving their main aim of increasing the affordability of their rents. There was 

an acknowledgment however, that their approach was still a work in progress. For example, Leanne 

noted that they were looking to do a review of service charges, whilst she set out that Merthyr 

Valleys Homes had 996 tenancies whom had arrears of more than a week. She felt, however, that 

their new approach had been a step forward.  

Second to talk were Dan Hayes and David Jones of Trivallis. They set out that Trivallis had also 

recently introduced living rents but had done so in a slightly different way to Merthyr Valleys Homes. 

Historically they had set their rents according to how many bedrooms the property had, not 

according to where it was. Trivallis data had highlighted that housing benefit dependency was lower 

in the southern part of Rhondda Cynon Taff. They also found that the PRS market followed a similar 

pattern and found that homes at the top of Rhondda Cynon Taff were actually cheaper within the 

private rental sector than in some of Trivallis’ stock. They are now using some of these factors to 

shape their rent setting policy.  

On top of geography and market desirability Trivallis also sought to build affordability into their new 

approach. Like Trivallis they also looked at the lower quartile incomes in their area through ASHE. 

Based on this data they looked at how many of their properties were affordable based on rent being 

28% of income, adjusted for property size. Through this process they found that whilst many of their 

bigger homes were affordable, one-bedroom homes were not. The staff at Trivallis then took this 

data and held consultations with their tenants and found that the majority of tenants thought it 

would be fair to base rent on what was affordable for those on lower incomes in a given area.  

Delegates heard that the team at Trivallis found a number of problems with this approach, however. 

These included: 

• The mechanism did not account for homes that were bigger than three bedrooms.  

• The mechanism did not take household composition into account.  

• The mechanism did not consider the impact of economic differences within the RCT area.   

To counter these problems Trivallis therefore used the OECD equivalence model to adjust rent by 

property type. To do so they undertook research to find out what types of households were living in 

each of their property types on average. Through this they found that 2 bed flats were more likely to 

be let out to single people than 2 bed houses which were more likely to be let out to couples. They 

therefore set different equivalence scores for each property type based on this research. On top of 



 
 

this they used ONS small area income estimates to take into account income in each area of the 

county. The calculation used by Trivallis therefore when setting rent is – 

28% of ASHE lower quartile earnings x equivalence score x area 

On top of this work, it was revealed that they had capped rents in certain areas so that the gap 

between the social rented sector and the PRS does not continue to grow.  

The speakers stated that with the new approach having only been put into practice for the first time 

with the start of the new financial year it was too early to reflect on how the new approach was 

working. They did reveal however, that for the 2019/20 financial year 2,491 tenants had seen their 

rent frozen whilst the remaining tenants had seen their rents increase by 2.4% plus 65p. They were 

also confident that the approach put Trivallis on sound financial footings for the future.   

Following the presentation discussions were opened to the floor. Amongst the concerns raised by 

some participants was that whether the geographic approach could drive inequality in the Trivallis 

area. Dan Hayes and David Jones, did state that whilst they were aware of that risk they were 

confident that their model would minimise this but they did state that this is something that they 

will keep under review. A further question that was raised of both schemes is whether, in future, 

they should look at people’s actual’s incomes as this could differ from ASHE data. Both landlords 

agreed that this was something that they would like to refine as they developed their models. 

Despite some questions, a number of delegates indicated that this was an approach their 

organisations were considering introducing.  

Panel Discussion - David Wilton, Clarissa Corbisiero-Peters and Tamsin Stirling  

The final session of the day saw a panel discussion on what the future of social rent in Wales was. 

Three panellists shared their views on the question, David Wilton from TPAS Cymru, Clarissa 

Corbisiero-Peters of Community Housing Cymru, and Tamsin Stirling a freelance housing expert and 

Bevan Foundation trustee. Each panellist gave a short five-minute presentation before opening up 

for a broader discussion.  

The first to share their views on the question was David Wilton. He stated that he felt that the 

housing sector in Wales is at a critical point. Whilst acknowledging that there is a need to innovate 

and to consider new approaches of working to tackle some of the issues that had been set out 

during the day, he had a wish-list for these discussions. Chief amongst these was a belief that 

tenants should be involved in all aspects of decision making at social landlords, including the rent 

process. Second, he noted how important it is to look at value money in the round, not just rent. It 

was noted that according to survey results that have been gathered by TPAS Cymru through their 

Tenant Pulse panel, service charges are as much of a concern for tenants as rents. Their survey 

returns have also highlighted issues with transparency at landlords with tenants unclear about what 

proportion of their rent that was being spent on debt servicing related to the cost of maintaining 

current stock and what proportion related to the construction of new housing. Third, he felt it was 

vital that the social housing sector offered more to their tenants than the private rental sector. 

Finally, he emphasised how important good quality communication was in involving tenants in the 

process of finding solutions to this problem.   

Second to speak was Clarissa Corbisiero-Peters. She felt that the conference was well timed with the 

sector eagerly looking forward to the publication of the Affordable Housing Review. She noted that it 

was important that the whole sector used the review as an opportunity to talk about cost in the 

round including rents, grants and quality standards. She set out that Community Housing Cymru 



 
 

have 3 tests for the recommendations of the review. These were whether they allowed for the 

construction of more homes, whether homes would be affordable and whether the review 

safeguarded housing quality. Further to this, she revealed that Community Housing Cymru’s 

consultation with members suggests that affordability needs to be at the core of any future rent 

settlement. Linked to this suggestion was the need for any system to be certain but also to allow for 

flexibility. She therefore suggested that rent settlements could be set over a number of years, rather 

than being reviewed annually on the one hand, whilst, on the other, flexibility could be built into the 

system by allowing more decisions to be taken at local level to take account of local needs. Following 

the suggestion made by David Wilton, Clarissa Corbisiero-Peters agreed that there was room for 

more transparency and accountability within the system. One example of where she felt this could 

be achieved was through the publication of rent levels so that tenant could compare rents. She also 

felt that it was important to retain a role for the regulator within the system. It was argued that 

whilst the aims of landlords in Wales remain focused on social justice it is important to retain 

safeguards within the system. Finally, it was revealed that Community Housing Cymru have been 

working with Altair to look at approaches across the UK on the issue of rents and that a report will 

be published over the coming weeks.  

The final panellist to share their views was Tamsin Stirling. She raised concerns about the equality 

impact of unaffordable social rent. To illustrate this point, her contribution focused on some of the 

challenges faced by young people, a group she argued that it is known that the sector institutionally 

discriminates against. She shared some suggestions on what could be done to reduce such 

discrimination. These included building homes with a higher grant rate for young people and seeking 

to reduce issues with available social housing stock where it is known that there is a lack of 1-

bedroom houses. Having looked at this issue, she argued that she could have used any other groups 

who are discriminated against within the system including women, disabled people and people from 

minority ethnic background to illustrate the issue of rent affordability. She argued that the key point 

was that, whichever group we consider, they are discriminated against as we currently set policy 

based on averages. It was argued that if we continue to base policy on averages this risks building in 

disadvantages into our social housing system, we should therefore avoid basing our rent policy on 

the default man.  

Following the presentations the discussion was opened to the floor. Delegates made a number of 

interesting contributions. Amongst these was an argument made by one delegate that the current 

approach of the social housing sector to increasing rents above inflation is unsustainable. Given this, 

the delegate felt it was vital that social landlords look more effectively at how they could reduce 

their costs in the long term when constructing new homes so as to minimise the need to charge 

tenants expensive service charges. A further question that was raised from the floor was whether 

many of the solutions that had been proposed during the day were essentially seeking to find a new 

solution due to the changes to housing benefit that means it no longer provides a balancer between 

the triangle of cost that had been identified by Ian Wilson earlier in the morning. If so, the delegate 

questioned whether a more effective approach to the problem was to reintroduce a more effective 

form of housing benefit. There was some concern from delegates that such an approach could risk 

building in dependence on benefits into the housing market, others suggested however, that if those 

funds were devolved to Wales that money could be flipped, with greater government investment 

into housing supply that could reduce costs. One participant developed this point further to close 

the session. The delegate questioned whether the root cause of current issue around rent 

affordability is to be found in the fact that there is inadequate grant funding for new social housing. 

It was argued that the lack of grant funding means that tenants are funding the social housing of the 

future through their rents, with the participant questioning whether this was right.  



 
 

 

 

Bevan Foundation reflections on the day 

The Bevan Foundation would like to thank everybody who attended the event and for their 

thoughtful insight throughout the morning. Having had some time to reflect on the day’s discussions 

we think there are some key principles that should form the basis of any future approach to social 

housing rents. 

First, we believe that it is imperative that all social housing rents are affordable to all current and 

prospective tenants. Social housing ought to provide a safety net for everyone within Welsh society 

so that no matter what their economic position, they will still be in a position to afford to live in a 

safe and secure home. The content of the morning’s presentations suggests that this is not the case 

for too many people in Wales.  

Second, everyone in Wales who needs access to social housing should be given a fair opportunity. 

The fact that people are being refused access to social housing in Wales due to debts incurred more 

than seven years earlier, or as a result of rent arrears accrued through the private rental sector 

demonstrates this is currently not the case. It is therefore vital that fair access policies are developed 

when looking at future rent setting.  

Third, it is important that the cost of social housing is considered in the round. As was noted by a 

number of delegates, high service charge costs or energy bills can have as significant an impact on 

the affordability of a home as rent prices. We therefore believe that it is important to look at the 

costs of the property in the round when setting social rent.  

Finally, we believe it is vital that rent affordability lies at the heart of all policy decisions made in 

relation to social housing in Wales. As had been noted by a number of delegates during the 

discussions during the morning, continuing to increase social rents above inflation is not an option if 

we want to see social rents remain affordable in Wales. There may be practical policy implication 

from this. For example, as was suggested by some delegates, is there a need to invest more grant 

funding into the construction of new social housing, or are there other forms of finance available 

that reduces the need for tenants rent to service debts? Whatever the answer it is important that 

local authorities, housing associations and the Welsh Government consider the impact of all of their 

decisions on affordability.   


